TRAX FT
®

FILAMENT TRACK

GeoTrax® FT is the first synthetic filament running track surface
engineered to allow “tuning” of the surface response-time in order
to customize surface performance for its primary use.

SUPERIOR FUNCTIONALITY
The GeoTrax FT running track technology allows for superior
functionality and increased usable space for sports other than
track.
By eliminating dangerous transitions and hard asphalt or
concrete surfaces, the GeoTrax FT design takes what was once
a surface with little to no value for multi-sport use and
converts it to a usable surface for every sport.

“TUNNING” THE SURFACE
GeoTrax FT running track is not designed to be a replacement for an
IAAF surface but does offer great value for entry level track users
and facilities that wish to maximize the functionality of the sports
surfacing.
No surface is ideal for all types of use. Sprinters perform better on a
fast-response (harder) surface. Longer event runners maximize
performance with a slower-response (softer) surface. Practice and
training require a surface with higher shock attenuation to reduce
wear and fatigue on athlete’s joints and muscles.
The user should determine the best configuration for his intended
primary use and be able to “tune” the track surface accordingly.
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COLORS & PERMANENT MARKINGS
The GeoTrax FT technology allows the client to select school
colors at no additional cost as well as install permanent lane
lines and event markings. These advances eliminate costly
re-striping and give the client a freshly painted look for years to
come.

MAINTENANCE
The GeoTrax FT technology will cost considerably less that the norm
for a conventional track surface. All conventional track surfaces
require re-surfacing in 5 to 7 years. Re-surfacing (8-lane track) cost
can range from $60,000 to $180,000. By comparison, the GeoTrax FT
running track should not need maintenance for 5-6 years; and even
partial replacement in high wear areas is much less costly. In
addition, if permanent markings are selected, virtually zero
maintenance cost should occur in the first 5 years. The GeoTrax FT
running track includes a 5-year warranty.

“TURN-KEY” SPORTS SURFACING
GeoSurfaces is one of the few companies in the USA that offers in-house
“turn key” sports lighting and sports surfacing. We are a licensed Professional
Construction Firm, Electrical Firm, and Construction Manager that can offer
complete construction and installation of FIFA, IAAF and ITF Approved
Surfaces.
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